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Chapterr  2 

Theory Theory 

2.12.1 Introduction 

Sincee their discovery more than 100 years ago by the Curie brothers'1'2' (Pierre and Jacques), 

piezoelectricc materials have been studied at the macroscopic scale and several theories have been 

developedd to explain piezoelectricity. The existence of any theory at microscopic, i.e. atomic scale, 

iss rather limited121 whereas the prediction of the magnitude of piezoelectricity based on ab-initio 

principless is becoming available'3'41. However, recent studies have investigated the effect at the 

microscopicc scale'5"11'and are mainly focused on the well-known and commercially used crystals of 

LiNb03,, KTiOP04, AgGaS2 and quartz. 

Thiss chapter wil l discuss briefly piezoelectricity (§2.2) and its properties in relation to X-ray 

diffractionn (§2.3), followed by a description of the theory of X-ray sources (§2.4) with an emphasis 

onn the synchrotron X-ray source of the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) in 

Grenoble,, France. 

2.22.2 Piezoelectricity 

Thee piezoelectric effect, as wil l be explained in the following section, can be divided into two 

distinctt effects: the direct piezoelectric effect and the converse piezoelectric effect. 

2.2.11 Direct piezoelectric effect 

Thee phenomenon that certain crystals experience a change of the electric polarisation and develop 

electricc charges on opposite crystal faces upon application of a mechanical stress is known as the 

directt piezoelectric effect. 
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Inn general all non-centrosymmetric crystals, with the exception of the cubic class 432, are 

piezoelectric.. Hence, twenty point groups show piezoelectric behaviour. However, the absence of a 

centree of symmetry is an essential but not a sufficient requirement, because the magnitude and 

directionn of the piezoelectric effect depend also on the direction of the applied stress1-1 and the 

contentss of the material'1,1 as is shown in Figure 2-1 and Figure 2-2. respectively. An unstressed 

ferroelectricc crystal (Fig. 2-2a) with a spontaneous polarisation is stressed (Fig. 2-2b). resulting in 

ann induced polarisation AP with a magnitude proportional to the applied stress. An unstressed non-

ferroelectricc crystal with a three-fold symmetry is shown in Figure 2-2c. Here the arrows represent 

dipolee moments, where each set of three arrows represents a planar group of ions denoted by 

(A +),B'\\ with a B3 ion at each vertex. The sum of the three dipole moments at each vertex is zero 

andd no spontaneous polarisation occurs. However, when the crystal is stressed the three-fold 

symmetryy wil l be broken and polarisation occurs in the indicated direction (Fig. 2-2d). 

Thee magnitude of the induced electric polarisation is proportional to the applied stress o, and is 

givenn in a first approximation, under isothermal and isobaric conditions, by 

P=doP=do , 

wheree d is the piezoelectric tensor . 

Usingg the Einstein summation convention Equation 2-1 can be written as 

(2-1) ) 

P=dP=dakakaa!k!k <i,j,k = l,2,3) (2-2) ) 

wheree dIjk are the piezoelectric moduli. This means that when a general stress al}  acts on a 

piezoelectricc crystal each component of the polarisation ƒ>, is linearly related to all the components 

off  o,k. 

Whenn a letter suffix occurs twice in the same term, summation from I to 3 with respect to that suffix is understood 
automatically.. For example: 

PiPi =  Tncl\  +Tr/l2 + Ti} ch 

PiPi =I\\cl\ +T::CI:  +7V/ < 

// = ! 

Pi=Yjn<ii Pi=Yjn<ii 
/ - i i 

p,=Yl\p,=Yl\iiqqi i 

Pi^tfnViPi^tfnVi <i = 1 < 2 ' 3 > : 

! ! 

PlPl=T,=T,qiqi <i,j = 1.2.3; 
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FigureFigure 2-1: Different application of stress upon a piezoelectric crystal with their 

respectiverespective axis of induced polarisation. 
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FigureFigure 2-2: Piezoelectric effect versus contents of material: a: Unstressed 
ferroelectricferroelectric crystal: b: Piezoelectric effect caused by applying a stress to 
thethe unstressed ferroelectric crystal which produces a change in the 
polarisationpolarisation by AP, the induced piezoelectric polarisation: c: A non-
ferroelectricferroelectric crystal with a zero net dipole moment for the threefold 
symmetrysymmetry axis: d: When a stress is applied the threefold symmetry breaks 
andand a non-zero net dipole moment occurs (from Kittel1 ) . 
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Furthermore,, it should be noted that as the state of stress is identified by a second-rank tensor with 

ninee components and the polarisation of a crystal, being a vector, is identified by three components, 

dakdak is a third-rank tensor with 27 components. 

Sincee dilk is symmetric in j and k a reduction of the components can be obtained. Elimination of 

onee of each setjk in the symmetric dnk results in 18 elements. 

d d d d d d 

ddirir  </,,, 

d,. d,. 

Withh this new set of d,n, a further simplification can be obtained by changing from tensor notation to 

matrixx notation, giving a clearer and more convenient mathematical approach when calculating 

particularr problems. Using Voigt's convention the matrix elements are set as follows: 

Tensorr notation (/, k) 11 22 33 23,32 31,13 12,21 

Matrixx notation (/') 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Thus,, for example d2i=d:n  and d/4=2di:/. For consistency, the suffix notation of the stress 

componentss in Equation 2-2 wil l change to the matrix notation as follows 

<7<7 t]t]  <Jr (7, 

0 \,, <7,, G: 

C|| C,, C-

<T,,, ö\ <J4 

O",, <T, G. 

ff  2-3) 

Rewritingg Equation 2-2 into the new notation gives the matrix notation 

PP =dG <i = 1,2.3: j = 1,2.. ..6). 

wheree the piezoelectric elements d,, are given by 

((dduu dr d]X dl4 d,< du 

d^d  ̂ d-, </,, d,4 d,  ̂ d,, 

</,.. </., d,, <ƒ,. </,, d,, 

( i nCNN ' ). 

(2-4) ) 

(2-5) ) 

Thee symmetry in the jk elements ot' d,„  is the consequence of the symmetrical tensor, when any second-rank tensor is 
expressedd as the sum of a symmetrical and an anti-symmetrical tensor1' !. 

Thee introduction of a factor of 2 allows Equation 2-4 to be written in a compact way without any 1 actor' . 
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Inn Appendix A an overview is given of the non-zero piezoelectric moduli in the acentric point 
groups. . 

2.2.22 Converse piezoelectric effect 

Whenn an external electric field is applied upon a piezoelectric crystal a strain within the crystal 

appears.. This is the so-called converse piezoelectric effect. 

Fromm thermodynamics it follows that the coefficients for the converse piezoelectric effect are 

numericallyy equal to the coefficients for the direct effect. Therefore, the mathematical relation 

betweenn the applied external electric field E„  and the strain f;<, of the converse piezoelectric effect 

iss given by 

££jkjk=d=d ijkijkE,E, ( i , j ,k= l ,2 ,3). (2-6) 

Usingg the jk symmetry of e and d and the defined matrix notation as given in §2.2.1, Equation 2-6 

cann be written (using Voigt's notation) as 

eeJJ = diJEi ( i= l ,2 ,3; j= l ,2 , . . .6), (2-7) 

wheree dy is as defined in Equation 2-5. 

Ann elaborate explanation on the 
equalityy of the coefficients of the 
conversee and direct piezoelectric 
effectt can be found in Nye"4'. The 
figuree shows the relations between 
thee thermal. electrical and 
mechanicall  properties of a crystal. 
Thee names of the properties and 
thee variables are given. The tensor 
rankk of the variables is shown in 
roundd brackets and the tensor rank 
off  the properties in square brackets 
(fromm Nye). 

[[ ELECTRICALJ 
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2.2.33 Crystal symmetry 

AA further reduction of the piezoelectric tensor is possible due to the crystal symmetry, if present. 

Somee of the piezoelectric moduli might be zero, equal to or linearly related to a symmetry-related 

modulus.. Therefore the final dn tensor wil l contain less than 18 independent moduli. 

2.32.3 X-ray Diffraction 

Thee studies on piezoelectricity carried out at the macroscopic level during the past decades focused 

basicallyy on the piezoelectric constants. In most of these cases the direct piezoelectric effect was 

usedd to measure these constants macroscopically. 

However,, over the last 25 years, piezoelectricity is being investigated increasingly by means of X-

rayy measurements which allow the study ot' these effects at the microscopic level, where littl e is 

knownn about the piezoelectric effect. 

X-rayy diffraction is an excellent technique to study piezoelectricity at the atomic scale, because it 

allowss the study of the three distinct effects which can be observed when a piezoelectric crystal is 

subjectedd to an external electric field. These effects are: 

1.. A change in the Bragg angle, which can be used to determine a piezoelectric 

constantt of the piezoelectric tensor, 

2.. A change in integrated intensity associated to possible changes of the electron-

densityy distribution or atomic-positional parameters and 

3.. A change in rocking curve width, which relates to changes in the mosaic 

spread. . 

Itt must be stressed that these three effects are very small in magnitude and measuring the effects 

withh good counting statistics is very time consuming. These experimental difficulties are, or rather 

were,, until recently the main reason for the sporadic publications. Recent developments in 

measuringg these small effects wil l be discussed in more detail in the following chapters. 

2.3.11 Change in Bragg angle 

Thee possibility of measuring piezoelectric constants by means of X-ray diffraction was first shown 

byy Bhalla et al."s|, whereas Barsch'16' presented the first theoretical overview for the determination 

off  the piezoelectric constants from X-ray diffraction data. 

Forr a non-perturbed piezoelectric crystal, Bragg's form of the condition for constructive reflection 

off  an incident X-ray beam applies and for a set of lattice planes with Miller indices hkl it is given by 

sin00 = ^ ' A - . (2-8) 
2d„u 2d„u 
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wheree dhU is the interplanar spacing. Applying an electric field to a piezoelectric crystal induces an 

elasticc strain (converse piezoelectric effect, Eq. 2-7). This means that the interplanar dhU for a 

certainn set of Miller planes (hkl) changes into d'hU. Keeping the incoming X-ray beam at the same 

wavelengthh a change of the Bragg angle 6 by an amount A0 will occur. Furthermore, 

Graafsma'11 ls| observed an additional effect on the change of the Bragg angle which is caused 

indirectlyy by the piezoelectric effect. This additional effect stems from a rotation of the crystal due 

too the constraint of the crystal mount and the applied electric field. Therefore, the observed A9llin as 

aa response to the electric field consists of two contributions 

A0,MM = A0W + A0,.„,, (2-9) 

wheree a change of the unit cell causes a change of the Bragg angle A6H and the rotation of the entire 
latticee is A6lot. 

PiezoelectricPiezoelectric contribution 

Barschh Hl' describes how the Bragg angle 0H for a certain reflection changes by an amount A6H as is 
givenn by 

A0HH = - t an0B ££ / /B , / 7H . , £„ 

== -Etan0B£;£E'AA.Al ,< (2-10) 
L---AL---A i-\ / - I 

wheree E is the magnitude of the electric field, ek and h,,, are the directional cosines of the electric 
fieldd and the diffraction vector /i,, respectively. As can be seen, the shift in the Bragg angle is a 
functionn of tanö, implying that high-order reflections wil l show larger shifts than low-order 
reflections. . 

RigidRigid rotation 

Inn contrast to the piezoelectric contribution, the rotational contribution is non-material specific and 

iss independent of 6. It depends purely on the strength of the applied electric field and the way the 

samplee is mounted. As the strain in the crystal is proportional to the applied electric field, a rigid 

mountingg of the sample does not allow any shape deformations and the strained crystal responds by 

twisting,, giving an extra change, Ad,„h to the observed angle of diffraction. Hence, mounting 

crystalss in such a way that shape deformations are allowed will decrease the rigid rotation 

significantly. . 
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2.3.22 Change in integrated intensities 

Whenn X-ray radiation interacts with a crystal, scattering or diffraction of the X-rays occurs. The 

resultingg diffraction pattern is unique for each material and represents the internal atomic-

occupationn and structure. 

Thee type and position of the atoms in the crystal's unit cell define the structure factor for a 

particularr reflection, 

F(/ï*/)) = £#,e 'H 

ii i 

== S/,(T,»e': ' T,"" t l "' "  '- ( 2" ! l > 

wheree flM is the atomic form factor, TlH the atomic displacement parameter function"1'1, hkl 

representss the Miller indices of a reflection and xyz arc the fractional co-ordinates of an atom. 

Equationn 2-1 I can also be expressed using the electron-density distribution function p,, 

FFhĥ jp/"'^jp/"' ,r,rdr,dr, (2-12) 

wheree h denotes the scattering vector and r is the positional vector. 

Thee observed intensity for a certain reflection is related to the magnitude of the structure factor by 

ll hh=kFF*.=kFF*.  (2-13) 

wheree k is a scale factor and F* is the complex conjugate of F. Throughout this work the intensity 

expressionn in Equation 2-13 wil l be used. For reasons which will be explained in Chapter 6. 

Equationn 2-13 is a simplified form and, in fact, the experimentally observed intensity depends also 

onn other factors such as the Lorentz factor, polarisation, absorption and extinction effects. 

Applicationn of an electric field to a piezoelectric crystal induces a change in the integrated intensity 

off  Equation 2-13 by a factor of 

MMhh=A(F=A(FhhFFhh).). (2-14) 

Fromm the changes in integrated intensities, shifts in the atomic positions or changes in #,- (Eq. 2-11) 

cann be calculated using an appropriate structure factor calculation program. 

InternalInternal and external strain 

Thee strain in a piezoelectric crystal caused by the application of an electric field can be divided into 

twoo strain effects which both influence the structure factor in a different manner. 
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Thee first effect is the so-called elastic or external strain1""1 which describes the (elastic) deformation 

off  the crystal. This becomes visible in an X-ray diffraction experiment as a change in Bragg angle 

(§2.3.1).. Since the magnitude of the structure factor depends on the Bragg angle via the atomic 

formm factor and the atomic displacement parameters, small changes in the structure factor are to be 

expected.. Furthermore, as the external strain for atomic structures does not affect the fractional co-

ordinatess of the atoms in the unit cell, the exponential form in the structure factor wil l not he 

affected.. However, this does not hold for structures containing or consisting of rigid bodies. 

Althoughh the fractional co-ordinates of the centre of mass for a rigid body wil l not change when the 

crystall  is strained, the fractional co-ordinates of the rigid body's atoms do change. Hence, the 

changee in the structure factor, which is the combined effect of the change in shape and fractional 

co-ordinates,, wil l be significantly larger in comparison to that of a non-rigid body structure. 

Thee second strain effect involves the change of the atomic positions within the unit cell and is 

referredd to as the internal strain. However, contrary to the external strain, the internal strain wil l 

affectt the exponent in the structure factor since the atomic fractional co-ordinates change. 

Therefore,, the change of the structure factor's magnitude wil l be significantly larger than the one 

inducedd by the external strain effect. 

Whenn the external strain is assumed not to affect the structure factor significantly, an experimental 

separationn of both effects can be obtained. Measuring the changes in the Bragg angle give 

informationn on the external strain whereas differences in intensities give information on the internal 

strain. . 

2.3.33 Change in rocking curve width 

Topographyy studies showed that the application of an external electric field upon a piezoelectric 

crystall  might change the crystal perfection'"' "',|, especially the mosaicity. This can be observed in a 

diffractionn experiment as a change in the rocking curve width. However, this phenomenon is not the 

subjectt of this work, since the mosaicity of a crystal is at the meso-macroscopic scale rather than at 

thee microscopic, i.e. atomic, scale. 

2.42.4 X-ray Sources 

AA wide variety of X-ray sources can be found nowadays ranging from small laboratory equipment 

too large X-ray facilities. Their use depends on the different needs of the experimentalist such as 

abilityy to tune energy, high brilliance, time structure and polarisation of the X-ray beam. 

Furthermore,, X-ray sources can be found not only in scientific institutions, but they are also 

commonn in use in the fields of medicine (e.g. X-ray photos/imaging), astrophysics (e.g. X-ray 

telescopes),, and industry (e.g. thickness measurements of metals and X-ray machines at airports). 

However,, the latter applications of X-ray sources wil l not be discussed, though the production of X-

rayss (as explained in the following sections) is the same. 
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2.4.11 Conventional X-ray sources 

Conventionall  X-ray sources such as the X-ray tube and the rotating anode, are common and widely 

usedd in laboratories as routine data-acquisition instrument sources, although the low brilliance and 

thee discrete wavelength limits their flexibility. 

Thee principle for creating an X-ray beam is fairly simple'2 '. A cathode is heated in such a way that 

electronss are emitted and travel in a vacuum to a steady or rotating anode due to the high potential 

differencee (=2-6 kV). The anode is usually made of Cu or Mo depending on the requirement of the 

fluxflux and wavelength. A highly energetic electron may remove a K-shell electron of the anode-atom 

therebyy creating a hole in the K-shell. Electrons from higher energy shells refill more or less 

instantaneouslyy the K-shell with the emittance of radiation corresponding to the excess in energy. 

Thee emitted radiation has a wavelength characteristic for the anode material. The main spectral 

liness of an X-ray tube, the K(/ and KJS lines with an intensity distribution of 6 to 1. are due to 

electronn transitions from L and M to the K-shell. respectively. Furthermore, each K line consists 

actuallyy of at least two lines with a small difference in the wavelength, due to the slightly different 

energyy levels within the L and higher electron shells. The intensity distribution is about 2 to 1 for 

K„ ii  and K(,:. for example. Table 2-1 gives the possible energies, i.e. wavelengths for a Cu and Mo 

anode.. Note that other emission lines are possible by using anode materials such as Ni, Ag. and Fe, 

althoughh they are not in common use. On the other hand W is widely used in high-energy X-ray 

machiness which are used for medical examinations and industrial applications. 

TableTable 2-1: Possible spectral lines for X-ray tubes and rotating anodes for the 
widelywidely used Cu and Mo anodes. Note that wavelength [A]  = 12.39 / energy 
ikeVJ. ikeVJ. 

Anodee Spectral line Wavelength [A] Energy [keV] 

Cuu K,j 1.3922 8.905 

Cuu K„ i 1.5406 8.0478 

Cuu K(/: 1.5444 8.0278 

Mo o 

Mo o 

Mo o 

*H H 
K„ „ 

K„ „ 

0.63233 19.608 

0.70933 17.4793 

0.71366 17.3743 

Inn most cases the K,,i and/or K„2 lines are selected, by using a monochromator, due to their steep 

spectrumm profile and high intensity. In comparison, the K^ is low in intensity. The X-ray spectrum 

containss white radiation, also known as bremstrahhmg, which stems from multiple electron 

collisionss within the anode metal as not all of the accelerated electrons are stopped fully in a single 

collision'22 '. Consequently, a continuous spectrum with relatively high intensities at small 

wavelengthss in comparison to large wavelengths wil l be formed. White radiation is not anode-

materiall  dependant and depends on the machine voltage. In many cases the K|5 line and white 

radiationn are absorbed by a Be-window. which separates the vacuum and the laboratory 

environment,, the crystal monochromator or (metal) filters. 
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Whenn high brilliance and the ability to tune the wavelength is of importance synchrotron radiation 

iss an appropriate choice. 

2.4.22 Synchrotron X-ray sources 

AA synchrotron is a state-of-the-art machine for the production of a polarised X-ray beam with high 

brilliancee and a wide energy range spectrum. Furthermore, due to the principles of a synchrotron 

source,, a pulsed-time structure is present in the X-ray beam, which allows time-resolved studies 

downn to the picosecond regime . 

Al ll  synchrotron sources are based on the same principle: When a charged particle changes 

momentum,, electromagnetic (EM) radiation is emitted. The emission of EM radiation for electrons 

withh r / c «l (non-relativistic electrons) is isotropically distributed around the radiating electrons, 

wheree v is the velocity of the electron and c the speed of light, whereas the EM emission stemming 

fromm relativistic electrons (v/r=l) is sharply peaked in the direction of motion of the radiating 

electrons. . 

Sincee the invention of a synchrotron source1"''1 in 1946, a continuous improvement in brilliance and 

energyy spectrum has been obtained for different generations of synchrotron sources. An overview of 

thee increase in brilliance during the last decades for several X-ray sources is shown in Figure 2-3. 

Al ll  the experimental work presented in this work has been performed at the European Synchrotron 

Radiationn Facility (ESRF), a third generation synchrotron source, situated in Grenoble, France. The 

discussionn of the principles of synchrotron sources wil l be mainly focused on the ESRF, although 

thee basics of synchrotron radiation are applicable to all synchrotron sources. 

Synchrotronn sources are divided into three distinct groups or generations. The first two generations 

off  synchrotron sources are rather limited in brilliance (e.g. Hasylab. NSLS, SSRL and SRS) and the 

divergencee of the X-ray beam is large. The first generation synchrotrons are merely parasitic to 

high-energyy sources, whereas the second-generation synchrotrons are dedicated sources. Despite the 

limitationn in the delivered brilliance, these machines are preferred in comparison to the 

conventionall  sources for some applications. However, by the implementation of improved insertion 

devicess in third generation sources, as wil l be explained in the next sections, the brilliance was 

increasedd by a factor of 2 to 3 in magnitude and a smaller divergence was obtained (ESRF, APS and 

SPRing-8). . 

Synchrotronss use electrons (in some cases positrons) to generate an X-ray beam. The electrons are 

thermallyy emitted by a klystron, in much the same way as a cathode in a conventional source, and 

acceleratedd in a linear accelerator (LINAC) to a given energy. The accelerated electrons are then 

transferredd to a ring or oval-type accelerator, called a booster. The booster sweeps up the electron's 

energy,, by means of radio frequency (RF) cavities, to the machine's working energy. Finally the 

electronss are transferred to the storage ring. Here the electrons run in circles (closed orbit) confined 

byy focusing and bending magnets. As a result of this circular confinement the momentum of the 
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electronss is continuously changed and production of EM radiation, including X-rays, occurs. 

Furthermore,, insertion devices can be installed in the storage ring allowing the production of X-rays 

withh certain properties such as specific distribution of X-ray energies and polarisation direction. The 

radiation,, as is directed by the forward X-ray emission of the relativistic electrons, enters the 

experimentall  floor in specially designed scientific stations where experiments can be performed. 

c c 

o o 

C2 C2 

18800 1900 1920 1940 1960 1980 2000 

Year r 

FigureFigure 2-3: History of brilliance versus X-ray sources (courtesy ESRF). 
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Ann overview of the general properties'3"1 of the storage ring wil l be discussed, as a reference for 

furtherr use in the next paragraphs. 

Thee time of circulation, the orbit time T, for relativistic electrons is given by 

T=-,T=-, (2-15) 
c c 

wheree /. is the circumference of the storage ring, which depends on the machine's energy and the 

magneticc field strength of the bending magnets (see §Bendini; magnet). Since the electrons lose 

somee of their energy when they cycle in the storage ring due to emission of radiation and/or 

collisionn with ions (since an ideal vacuum is unattainable), energy is replenished by a RF field. As a 

continuouss electron stream in the storage ring can not be accelerated by RF cavities, bunches of 

electronss are used. The maximum number of bunches is defined by 

A'' = - ^ , (2-16) 
c c 

wheree 17, is the RF frequency. 

Furthermore,, the relativistic electrons can be described as the ratio of the electron energy E and 

theirr rest energy ni(t" by 

7== l - f - 1 =-^r- (2-17) 
[[ (c ) \ 'w„t " 

or r 

yy = 1957£ ( f inGeV). (2-18) 

wheree nn, is the rest mass of an electron. 

2.4.33 ESRF 

Thee ESRF was the first third generation synchrotron built and operates at an energy of 6 GeV. 

Figuree 2-4 gives a general overview of the synchrotron source of the ESRF. The electrons emitted 

byy the klystron are accelerated in the LINA C (16 m length) to an energy of 200 MeV. After transfer 

off  these high-energy electrons into the booster, which is a 10 Hz cycling synchrotron with 

circumferencee of 300 m containing alternately focusing and bending magnets with RF cavities, an 

accelerationn up to 6 GeV is induced. Finally, the electrons are transferred to the storage ring where 

thee electrons will cycle for several hours at an energy of 6 GeV. The ring has a circumference of 

8444 m and the beam cycles thus every 2.81 (isec (Eq. 2-15). There are 64 beam ports where an X 

rayy beam can be taken from the various X-ray sources (bending magnets or insertion devices). The 

machinee can be run in different modes which defines the X-ray beam structure. These modes 
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consistt of different packing of the electrons in the bunches of the storage ring and sets the beam 

current,, beam decay and pulsed-time structure parameters. The storage ring is divided into 992 

bunchess where theoretically each bunch can contain a certain amount of electrons. Table 2-2 shows 

thee different modes used at the ESRF. Depending on the selected machine mode some of these 

bunchess are filled with electrons, while others are kept empty. It should be noted that the modes and 

theirr properties used at other synchrotrons are different from those used at the ESRF. 

Att the ESRF bending magnets and two different types of insertion devices, either higglers or 

undulators,, are situated in the storage ring and produce their characteristic X-ray beams. 

BendingBending magnet 

AA bending-magnct is primarily used for bending the electron-beam path in the storage ring in order 

too have a more or less circular path (closed orbit) and is situated at the curved sections of the 

storagee ring. 

TableTable 2-2: Modes at the ESRF. 

Mode e 

2/33 fil l 
2x1/33 fil l 

Hybridd mode 1 

Hybridd mode 2 

Hybridd mode 4 

Current t 
fmA] ] 

200 0 

200 0 

200 0 

200 0 

200 0 

Halff  life-time 
[hours] ] 

55 5 

55 5 

35 5 

30 0 

30 0 

Filling g 

166 bunch 

Singlee bunch 

90 0 

2/33 filled, 1/3 empty 

2x1/33 filled separated by 1/6 

2/33 filled. 1 bunch 

2/33 filled, 2 bunches opposite and 

equallyy .separated 

2/33 filled, 4 bunches opposite and 

equallyy separated 

166 bunches at equal distance 

ii  bunch 

Ass has been mentioned before, the change in moment of an election will generate X-rays. 

Therefore,, bending magnets are also used as X-ray sources, although they give a lower brilliance 

thann the insertion devices as will be discussed in the next paragraphs. A schematic plot of a 

bending-magnett is shown in Figure 2-5. A bunch of electrons enters the magnetic field of the 

bending-magnett and the path of the bunch will be curved due to the Lorentz force Ton the electrons 

inn the bunch. Hence, the radius p is defined as 

ininnnv'Yv'Y tn,,cY 

FF ~ eB 
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EXPERIMENTAL L 
HALL L 

FOCUSING G 
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FigureFigure 2-4: Overview of the ESRF; Linac or preinjector (1), Booster (2), Transfer 
lineline (3) (courtesy ESRF). 

p-'-^p-'-^11^  ̂ (p in m, £ in GeV and B in T) . (2-19) ) 
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Thee wavelength corresponding to the critical energy ec, defined as the mean energy such that half of 

thee radiated power is at energies larger and half at energies smaller than eL, is related to p and y by 

/. . 
3y y 

orr by substituting Equations 2-18 and 2-19 

18.64 4 
A A 

BE" BE" 
(Avv in A, B in T and E in GeVJ. (2-20) ) 

Thee vertical emission angle or opening angle I//of the photon beam is defined as 

V' V' (2-21) ) 

Thee intensity of the photon beam as a function of wavelength integrated over the vertical emission 

anglee can be expressed by 

H(X)H(X) = 1.256 1010kG{y)y (H in photons s ' mrad ' mA ') (2-22) 

with h 

G(y)G(y) = yJK, (t)dt [y=XflX, and the bandwidth k equal to AA/A), 

wheree G(y) and the modified Bessel function of the second kind Ksn have been tabulated by 

Winick'31'.. For a 0.1% bandwidth this gives 

H(X)H(X) = 1.256- 107G(.v)7 (H in photons s1 mrad ' mA1). (2-23) 

Thee horizontal cross-section of the X-ray beam will be large due to the bending radius of the 

electronn path. 

Electronn bunch 

FigureFigure 2-5: Principle of a bending-magnet (courtesy ESRF). 
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Wiggler Wiggler 

AA wiggler is an insertion device which can be implemented in a straight section of the storage ring 

betweenn two BM's. It consists of series of magnets arranged in such a way that when a bunch of 

electronss in the storage ring passes through, its path wil l be sinusoidal, with a period and amplitude 

accordingg to the magnetic parameter of the wiggler (Fig. 2-6). 

Electron n 
bunch h 

(((((((((((((3 (((((((((((((3 

t i l ll 1 I Mr 

FigureFigure 2-6: Principle of a wiggler ami undulator. For both insertion devices 
differentdifferent arrangements of the magnetic field exist which influences the 
emissionemission cones, and hence the interference of the X-rays (courtesy ESRF). 

Thee optical properties of the wiggler is given by the parameter K as 

2mn2mnnnc c 
XXOS(OS( B (Aisi in cm and B in T) 

KK = 0.934A> B, (2-24) ) 

wheree A„sc is the wiggler's magnetic period, 

cmm and 5=0.85 T are typical values used. 
shouldd be noted that for a wiggler K»\, A,,. 7.0 0 

Thee wavelength depends on K and is given by 

k(e)= k(e)= 
A A 

(2-25) ) 

A A 

wheree 0 is the angle of observation with respect to the radiation off-axis and K.e=u is the critical 
wavelengthh of Equation 2-20. Hard X-rays are radiated along the axis and softer ones at an angle 6. 

Thee radiation fan of the wiggler contains a continuous X-ray spectrum as is the case for a bending 
masnet. . 

Radiationn is emitted at each bend of the sinusoidal path. An observation point/detector located on 

thee axis of radiation wil l receive a 2/V photon flux, where /V is the number of periods of the sinusoid. 
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whereass the bending-magnet has only one bend and gives therefore much less intensity than the 

wiggler.. For each magnetic period the intensity can be calculated by using Equation 2-22 or 2-23. 

Thee principle of a wiggler is shown in Figure 2-7a. Here the oscillation of the electrons is shown 

withh its X-rays emission at each individual bend where the electron momentum changes and a=K/y 

»\/y.»\/y. Furthermore, the cross section of the beam is smaller in horizontal size than in the case of a 

bendingg magnet. 

Undulator Undulator 

Thee undulator is the second type of insertion device which can be installed in a straight section of 

thee storage ring. The path of the electrons in the undulator regime (K~l) is sinusoidal but with a 

smallerr amplitude than that of a wiggler, see Figure 2-7b. 

Duee to the amplitude and period, the produced X-ray cones are forced to interfere with each other 

(Fig.. 2-7b) and a peaked energy spectrum is obtained as is shown in Figure 2-8. This is in contrast 

too the X-ray cones of a wiggler regime which do not meet the conditions for interference. 

Furthermore,, the intensity increases with N2 and the horizontal cross section of the beam is smaller 

thann that of a bending magnet. 

FigureFigure 2-7: Principle of a wiggler {a) and an undulator (b) for their respective 
spectrumspectrum contribution (from Baruchel et al. ). 

Thee undulator regime will not be discussed in more detail since an undulator source was not used in 

thiss experimental work. 

Figuree 2-8 shows the X-ray energy spectrum for a bending-magnet and the insertion devices. 
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1020--

mm so 
Energyy (k*V) 

FigureFigure 2-8: Energy spectra for the bending-magnet (1). wiggler (2) and undulator 
(3)(3) (courtesy ESRF). 

ExperimentalExperimental stations 

Thee X-ray beam is taken into a specially designed scientific station consisting of an optics and one 

orr more experiments hutches, as is shown in Figure 2-4, containing the equipment necessary for the 

experimentss as wil l be explained in more detail in the next chapters. 
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